S. Cappell and J. Shaneson (Stratifiable maps and topological invariants, J. Amer. Math. Soc. 4 (1991), 521-551) have recently developed a theory of homology L-classes, extending Goresky-MacPherson's homology Lclasses. In this paper we show that Cappell-Shaneson's homology L-classes for compact complex, possibly singular, algebraic varieties can be interpreted as a unique natural transformation from a covariant cobordism function ii to the Q-homology functor H*( ; Q) satisfying a certain normalization condition, just like MacPherson's Chern classes and Baum-Fulton-MacPherson's Todd classes.
Introduction
In this paper the category on which to work is that of compact complex, possibly singular, algebraic varieties.
Cappell and Shaneson [CS1] have recently developed a theory of homology L-classes, extending Goresky-MacPherson's homology L-classes [GM1] , by using the sheaf-theoretic methods of [Bo, GM2] and some of the foundational topological aspects of the theory of perverse sheaves [BBD, § §1, 2] . The aim of this paper is to give another formulation to Cappell-Shaneson's homology L-classes of compact complex, possibly singular, algebraic varieties, strengthening their results. This work is motivated by having noticed one of their results [CS1, (5.5 ) Proposition] and having read their recent announcement [CS2] .
Our results are the following Theorem, (i) Let Q(X) be the set of all the cobordism classes of self-dual complexes of sheaves on a compact complex algebraic variety X. Then £l(X) becomes an Abelian group.
(ii) Let V be the category of compact complex algebraic varieties and Ab the category of Abelian groups. Then the correspondence £2: V -► Ab assigning the cobordism group £l(X) of self dual complexes of sheaves to each object X e Obj(V) becomes a covariant functor with the pushforward f# :
where Rf* is the right derived functor and reldim(/) := dim X -dim Y is the relative dimension of the morphism f.
(iii) (Cappell-Shaneson's homology L-class). There exists a unique natural transformation I*:0( )-»#. ( ;Q) satisfying the extra condition ("smooth L-condition") that if X is smooth, then
where Qx is the constant sheaf (considered as a complex concentrated in degree 0), dim X is the complex dimension of X, and L*(X) is the usual total Hirzebruch's cohomology L-class of the tangent bundle Tx. with the rational coefficients
is the Goresky-MacPherson's homology L-class [GM1] . The statement of the theorem is similar to that of the theorem on Chern-MacPherson classes [Mac] and that of the theorem on Baum-FultonMacPherson's Todd classes [BFM] . Of course these two well-known theorems are principal motivations for the above theorem. The basic work is done by Cappell and Shaneson in [CS1] , and what we want to do in this paper is to show that we can prove the above theorem by further study of their work. We will notice that the relationship between the Goresky-MacPherson homology L-class and the Cappell-Shaneson homology L-class is just like the relationship between the Chern-Mather class and the Chern-MacPherson class. The reference for the definitions given in this paper is [CS1] .
1. Covariant cobordism functor Q.
Definition (1.1) (self-dual complexes of sheaves). Let S' be a bounded constructive complex of sheaves on X. If we have the following isomorphism in the derived category of constructible complexes of sheaves
where dimX is the complex dimension of X and D is the Borel-MooreVerdier dualizing functor [Bo] , then S' is called self-dual. 
Remark (1.2). We note that D(S"
Then the algebraic mapping cone (see [CS1, §2] )
is also a self-dual complex of sheaves on X. Then we say that S[ is obtained from S' by an elementary cobordism or S[ is elementarily cobordant to S'.
Definition (1.4) (cobordism). We say that S' is cobordant to S'* if there is a finite sequence S' = A'0, A\, ..., A'" = S'* such that each A] is elementarily cobordant to A\_x . Note that the cobordism is an equivalence relation.
Lemma (1.5). Let Q.(X) be the set of all the cobordism classes of self-dual complexes of sheaves on a compact complex algebraic variety X. Then £l(X) becomes an abelian group, which shall be called the cobordism group of self-dual complexes. This claim implies that the above definition of
is well defined. We prove this claim later and show the functoriality of f#, i.e.,
Mg*[S']) = (fogM[S']).
Indeed,
Now it remains to prove the above claim. where /?{*} = rank//°({x}: S'). Hence, if dimX = 0, then for any self-dual complex of sheaves on X, the statement of the above lemma holds.
Suppose that the statement is true for dim X < k, and prove the statement for dim X = k . Let 5" be a self-dual complex of sheaves on X. Then, by [CS1, (4.7) Theorem] again, we get S' = /~^Rjy.IC'(V; Ly) [-re\dim(jy)] (up to cobordism)
where {V} is a stratification of X and Lv is a certain local system of finitedimensional Q-vector space on V . Note that each IC'(V; Ly) is a self-dual complex of sheaves on V (see [CS1, §2] ) and that for the top-dimensional stratum V ( dim K<dim X Then, since each IC'(V; Ly) is a self-dual complex of sheaves on V, dim V < dim X = k, by the induction hypothesis, we can conclude the above lemma. D Furthermore, by using resolution of singularities, we can prove the following lemma in a similar manner to that of the above lemma: Lemma (2.4.2). Given a self-dual complex S' of sheaves of X, there exist finitely many smooth varieties W 's, morphism fw'-W -► X, and integers nw such that
Proof. Similarly as in the proof of the above lemma, we prove this lemma by induction on the dimension. If S' is a self-dual complex of sheaves on X with dim X = 0, then the statement of the above lemma is correct, so we suppose that the statement is true for dim X < k and prove the statement for dim X = k. Let S' be a self-dual complex of sheaves on X with dim X = k. Then, by the above lemma, we have (up to cobordism) S-= nxIC-(X;Q)+ ]T Rjv.IC(V ■ Lv) [-re\dim(jv) ]. 
